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Trattoria Bertozzi

Open for lunch and dinner, Monday, Friday
and Saturday; dinner only, Tuesday to
Thursday; closed Sunday.

Co-owner Fabio Berti (left) is the
dining room showman at Trattoria Bertozzi

A

ffectionately referred to as La Grassa (“the fat one”),
Bologna is the capital of Emilia-Romagna, arguably Italy’s
most important food region.
Granted, you’ve got Piemonte and Liguria in the north,
Toscana and Umbria in the middle, Puglia and Sicilia in the
south—it’s almost impossible to go wrong anywhere in
the country.
But the cuisine of Emilia-Romagna forms Italy’s
culinary cradle. From here hails most of the world’s
most well-known Italian specialties. Lasagna? Check.
Ragù? Sì, signore! Parmigiano Reggiano cheese? Hell yes!
Prosciutto di Parma, balsamic vinegar, tortellini, mortadella,

tagliatelle . . . ahem. We’ll stop there and tell you where to
try some of these specialties in and around Bologna. Buon
appetito!
Best Traditional Restaurant
Only in a city that dedicates one-third of its official
nickname to gluttony would a traditional trattoria divide
its allegiances between the kitchen and the local football team. Normally, it’s either/or. But Trattoria Bertozzi,
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Via Andrea Costa, 84 | (39) 051 6141425
www.trattoriabertozzibologna.it
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Best Fresh Pasta
Fresh pasta isn’t hard to come by in Bologna—you can’t
toss a tortellini without it landing near a traditional pasta
lab. Truth be told, you can’t go wrong, but this small,
blink-and-you’ll-miss-it gastro-delight is a cut above.
An arsenal of nonnas shuffle around a cloud of flour like
scrambling ants diverting on orders from the queen of the
colony at Pasta Fresca Naldi, which sits rather inconspicuously among the cheap bars and cafés on Via del Pratello,
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widely regarded as the city’s best traditional restaurant,
is routinely flooded with I RossoBlù (as Bologna FC’s hardcore soccer fans are known) after a match.
The fiercely traditional trattoria (mind you, not a local
bar, pub or working-class café . . . ) becomes a de facto
match-day headquarters for an astute group of Bologna FC
faithful. Even rowdy football fans have discerning palates
in Bologna.
Bertozzi’s location a few steps outside the historic
city center, in Bologna’s tony Quartiere Saragozza, means
it’s once removed from the beaten path, giving it a leg
up on authenticity. In fact, it’s often held up as the gold
standard for traditional Bolognese cuisine by in-the-know
culinarians.
An evening here embodies the quintessential Bologna
experience. Your server, Jacopo, arrives with complimentary prosecco from the hills outside the city along
with a basket stuffed with local breads, taralli and other
munchies. Jacopo’s father, Fabio (one-half of the jovial pair
running things here), is the showman, bouncing between
tables, swilling local Sangiovese, playing up for babies and
babes alike.
Alessandro, the quieter, shyer half, maintains a lower
profile in the kitchen, ensuring famed local primi like
tortellini in brodo, tagliatelle al ragù and gramigna pasta
with saffron, guanciale and zucchini depart the back
perfect. Meatballs and peas, cotoletta alla Bolognese (veal
cutlet with prosciutto and Parmigiano sautéed in white
wine) and what may be the city’s best secondo (an outrageously tender beef shank braised beyond belief in red
wine) follow the delectable pasta. The signature starter,
a tremendous potato soufflé with mortadella mousse,
Parmigiano cream and a few tears of balsamic vinegar,
shouldn’t be missed, either.
The atmosphere can be raucous, especially before or
after a Bologna FC match (Renato Dall’Ara Stadium is just
next door), and sarcastic—a sign on the wall scoffs at
Italy’s unofficial Covid mantra: “#AndràBeneUnCazzo!”
Roughly translated: “Everything’s going to be alright my
ass!”
The food, however, is a lot more than alright.

Pasta Fresca Naldi
Via del Pratello, 69 | (39) 051 523288
www.facebook.com/pastafrescanaldi
Open for lunch, Tuesday to Sunday; closed Monday.

Bologna’s booziest street.
Owner Valeria fires off orders from a near-standingroom-only crowd (there is but a handful of barstools
inside, removed for Covid, but raring to return) as the
orders come in: A rich tortellini al pasticcio (pork-stuffed
baked pasta with fresh cream and ragù) here, a tart
tagliatelle with prosciutto and lemon there, an artichoke
lasagna on occasion—the inventory moves fast and once
it’s gone, it’s lights out. Saturday lunch is a total freefor-all with folks lining up early for a place or a portion.
Those that cannot get a seat take their pasta across the
street to a small bar called Barazzo, which sacrifices its
tables as long as you buy a drink.
In addition to ready-made pasta to go, raw pasta is
available to be cooked at home. It’s all fiercely local in
artisanal preparation and attention to detail, but Valeria’s
army isn’t afraid to occasionally offer dishes outside
Bologna’s normal scope such as orecchiette with broccoli, a
nod to the region of Puglia.
Best Fast Food
Twentysomething friends Andrea Liotta and Edoardo
Malvicini were walking down Bologna’s main nightlife
thoroughfare, Via del Pratello, around 11 p.m. when the
craving for crescentine struck. But Emilia-Romagna’s
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prized appetizer—pillowy squares of fried leavened dough,
often eaten with various dry-cured meats and cheese—
was nowhere to be found. “We should do it ourselves,”
joked Malvicini.
Liotta, armed with Michelin-starred kitchen experience in Verona and Spain’s famed El Celler de Can Roca;
and Malvicini, who worked in bars and restaurants in
Australia, did just that. Indegno, which literally means
“unworthy” but is used by the cool kids on the streets to
designate anything they consider hip and hot, was born
on Via del Pratello mere steps from where the idea was
hatched.
The goal was to redefine crescentine much like
Massimo Bottura redefined traditional food at Modena’s
Osteria Francescana. “Our crescentine is lighter because
we do not use strutto [lard],” explains Liotta. “The flavor
comes from the yeast and various flours we use as
opposed to traditional crescentine, which gets its flavor
from the fat.”
The most popular choice here is undoubtedly the
classic combination of 18-month aged prosciutto with
squacquerone cheese, but Indegno isn’t afraid to push
traditional limits with its next-level crescentine. The 50
Special, for example, sees grilled porchetta ham, potato

Oltre

Indegno—La Crescentina 2.0
Via del Pratello, 84/A | (39) 051 0143306
www.indegno.eu
Open Tuesday to Sunday, for lunch and dinner; closed Monday.

croquettes and smoky scamorza cheese stuffed into the
doughy wares while the often-sold-out L’Extratina mixes
prosciutto ragù with squacquerone. But nothing on the
menu—not even the fried tortellini side dish (served with
Parmigiano cream)—challenges local palates like the La
Lenta, a combination of sautéed snails, parsley, shallots and pecorino cheese. Given Indegno’s location along
a street lined with bars, the liquid courage isn’t too far
away!
Best Modern Dining
If Bologna has a food problem, it’s that it suffers from
sameness. So many of the city’s traditional restaurants
offer similar menus and similar décor, perfectly content to
relish an “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” attitude. Not Oltre.
As the name suggests (it means “beyond” in Italian),
Oltre owner Lorenzo Costa and chef Daniele Bendanti
weren’t content in maintaining the status quo when they
opened their trendy, Instagram-ready space behind a
misleading (and unsigned) front door plastered in skateboard, punk rock and Pop Art stickers. Inside, the upscale,
moodily lit space is an exercise in contrasts. Next to their
Michelin guide recognition plaque, a basketball rim and
chain net hold Nike Air Jordans and a skateboarding lifestyle branded basketball.
While Oltre refuses to take its ambiance too seriously,
the food is the result of an unsmiling and triumphant
devotion to Bolognese cuisine. The classics are here—
tagliatelle al ragù, tortellini in brodo, lasagna—but where
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Open for lunch and dinner, Monday and Thursday to Sunday;
dinner only on Wednesday; closed Tuesday.
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Via Majani, 1 | (39) 051 0066049
www.oltrebologna.it
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Trattoria da Amerigo
Via Marconi, 14-16, Savigno | (39) 051 6708326
www.amerigo1934.it
Open for dinner, Tuesday to Friday; lunch and dinner
on Saturday and Sunday; closed Monday.
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Oltre’s talent truly shines is its innovative upgrades
and creative nightly specials. So, you might see tortellini served in a sauce of 24-month-old Parmigiano from
Caseificio di Rosola instead of capon broth; or complete
change-ups like chestnut tagliatelle with pork belly
and pecorino di fossa cheese (aged in a hole in the ground).
Whereas traditional restaurants will serve a local
Sangiovese in a ceramic jug, Oltre serves higher-end wines
and wildly inventive cocktails. A local ethos is carried
across the entire menu, too, so expect olive oil from
Brisighella, bread from Bologna’s own Forno Brisa, pasta
from the famous shop Le Sfogline in Bologna (and rigatoni
from San Giovanni in Persiceto), eggs from a small producer
in Quarto Inferiore and so on.
Best Blowout Meal
Bologna’s most coveted destination restaurant, Michelinstarred Trattoria da Amerigo, sits in the sleepy village
of Savigno, 18 or so miles west of Bologna, in the middle
of the region’s modest truffle territory. It may sound
familiar as this is where host Kathy McCabe filmed a fun
ragù cooking class for the Bologna episode of Dream of
Italy.
Here the chefs are as celebrated as anywhere in
Emilia-Romagna, but they share the spotlight with famed
truffle-hunting dogs (everyone in town knows Macchia,
for example, a local Lagotto Romagnolo pup famed for
her particularly deft sniffer). Renowned Italian film set
designer and painter Gino Pellegrini understood this
important relationship when he chose the region’s prized
breed (dogs go for upwards of $6,000 from Tennessee

breeder Blackberry Farm) as the centerpiece for the beautifully illustrated walls in the upstairs dining room—its
mouth stuffed with a sizable truffle.
You can stuff your own mouth with truffles here, too.
The potato gnocchi with scorzone black truffles is stunning, and this cherished fungus appears in numerous
dishes in the seasonally changing menu (white meat
lasagna with black melanosporum truffle, eggs with
seasonal truffles, beef tartare with olive oil, shallots
and Marzuolo truffle and so on). You’ll never know if it
was Macchia that dug up your dinner, but that’s hardly
essential info. What is indispensable is the knowledge
that in the hands of executive chef Alberto Bettini and
his talented young apprentice, Giacomo Orlandi, no better
meal in Bologna awaits.
Three- and five-course changing menus (40 to 65€)
reflect classic dishes or seasonally inspired innovation,
and deciding what to order is nothing short of painful.
The friggione ravioli with 36-month aged Parmigiano
Reggiano or the risotto with three textures of celery and
roasted hazelnuts? The Barbera-braised veal cheek or the
cherrywood-smoked deer leg? Ordering dilemmas aside,
this is the best version of tagliatelle al ragù you’re likely
to ever taste. It’s one of only two dishes on the menu
(along with tortellini in brodo) listed unaccompanied by
the year it first appeared on the menu—it’s timeless. 
Kevin Raub is a Bologna-based travel
journalist and author of over 100 Lonely
Planet guides, including Italy and the
forthcoming Experience Italy. Follow him on
social media @raubontheroad
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